1…TRAFFIC CRIMINAL   MANCHESTER AVE   062809
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and reported the driver fled on foot. Vehicle was towed from the scene.

2…VEHICLE ACCIDENT   LOT 3     062809
Staff reported a semi-truck hit a pillar in the lot. Officer secured the area and initiated a report.

3…ANIMAL   LOT 1     062809
Staff reported a vehicle with 3 dogs locked inside. Officers located the vehicle owner and advised vehicle needs to be relocated to a shaded area. The dogs were given water and checked on periodically.

4…CASUALTY   LOT 1     062809
Staff reported an elderly female fell over the speed bump. Victim refused medical. Officers initiated a report.

5…VANDALISM   DRAMA & THEATER   062809
Officers responded to a report of a broken window. Officers conducted a building checkout and initiated a report.

6…FIELD INTERVIEW   PACIFIC & BROOKSIDE   062909
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and released.

7…SUSPICIOUS PERSON   FAYE SPANOS   062909
Officers responded to a report of a suspicious male subject asking for money in the area. Officers checked the area with negative findings.

8…FIELD INTERVIEW   MONTEREY & KENSINGTON   062909
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and released.

9…SUSPICIOUS PERSON   PERSHING & PRINCETON   062909
Officers responded to a report of a male subject in a wheelchair in the area. Officer located the subject who reported waiting for a bus. Officer reported no more buses running. Officer provided the subject with an escort to an apartment complex.
10…FIELD CHECKOUT          MARIPOSA & KENSINGTON  063009
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was cited for scavenging and released.

11…VANDALISM               MENDOCINO          063009
Officers assisted SPD with juveniles detained for possession of spray paint. Officers checked campus for graffiti. Officer initiated a report.

12…VEHICLE ACCIDENT        BIANCHI & PACIFIC  063009
Officer responded to a report of a non-injury accident. Officer reported both drivers exchanged insurance information.

13…VEHICLE TOWED           DAVE BRUBECK       070109
Officer conducted a vehicle stop due to vehicle swerving all over the roadway. Officer advised driver was asked to exit the vehicle and drove away almost being struck. Officers followed the driver who stopped at her home. Driver was cited and vehicle was towed.

14…SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT     LOT 1              070109
Officer conducted a checkout on an occupied vehicle. Subjects were interviewed.

15…AUTO BURGLARY           MORMON CHURCH      070109
Officers responded to a report of an auto burglary that just occurred with suspects fleeing in the area. Officers checked the area with negative findings. Victim contacted and officers initiated a report.

16…WARRANT ARREST          PUBLIC SAFETY      070109
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Officer learned the subject had an outstanding warrant. Subject was arrested, cited and released.

17…NOISE COMPLAINT         MC CAFFREY CENTER  070109
Officers responded to a report of a noise complaint. Officers contacted the residents and advised.

18…TRESPASSING             LOT 4              070209
Officers conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested for trespassing, cited and released.

19…VEHICLE RECOVERY        LOT 6              070209
Officers conducted a checkout on a vehicle. Vehicle came back stolen. Vehicle was towed from the lot.
Officers responded to a report of fireworks in the area. Officers checked the area with negative findings.